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 Parshas Vaera continues the account of 
the Jewish people's slavery in Mitzraim, 
Hashem's incredible and miraculous 
intervention, as he let them out despite 
all odds, and their ultimate freedom. 
Interestingly, the Torah reminds us of the 
slavery in Mitzraim many times, usually in 
the context of observance of the Mitzvos. 
One pertinent example is in the law that 
we are to free our slaves in the Shmitta 
year. There, we are told: “If your brother, 
a Hebrew man or woman, is sold to you, 
he shall serve you for six years, and in the 
seventh year you shall set him free. When 
you set him free, you shall not send him 
away empty-handed. You shall give him 
from your flocks, from your threshing-floor 
and from your wine vat: with that with which 
Hashem has blessed you, shall you give him. 
You shall remember that you were slaves in 
the land of Mitzraim, and Hashem your G-d 
redeemed you, and thus I command you 
regarding this thing today,” (Devarim 15:12-
15). In other words, we are instructed, when 
dealing with our own slaves, to remember 
our slavery in Mitzraim, and thus to treat 
the slaves with compassion.

 We are further told an interesting story 
in the Haftarah to Parshas Mishpatim. 
There, we read that it seems that at the 
time of Yirmiyah Hanavi, the Jewish 
people became lax in the observance of 
this commandment to free the slaves. King 
Tzidkiah commanded that they should 
free their slaves. The people did so, but 
then took their slaves back again. Hashem 
spoke to Yirmiyah and commanded him to 
give over the following message: “Then the 
word of Hashem came to Yirmiyah from 
Hashem, saying: Thus says Hashem, the 
G-d of Yisrael: I sealed a covenant with your 
forefathers on the day I took them out of 
Mitzraim, the house of slavery, saying: at 
the end of every seven years shall each of 
you release your Jewish brother who will be 
sold to you. For six years shall he serve you, 
and then you shall set him free,” (Yirmiyah 
34:12-14). Thus, we see clearly that once 
again, the connection with slavery in 
Mitzraim is emphasized: because we were 
slaves ourselves, we are to put ourselves in 
the slaves' shoes and release them.

 Indeed, the Midrash tells us in Eicha 
Rabba in the Pesichta that when the 
Jews were taken into exile to Babylon, 
Nebuchadnetzar's general, Nevuzardan, 
was commanded to put the Jews in 
fetters and yokes on their march to 
Babylon. However, Yirmiyah Hanavi, who 
Nebuchadnetzar had respect for, was to 
be escorted in comfort. Yirmiyah, however, 
insisted that he should be put into fetters 
and a yoke as well, in order to feel with the 
suffering of the Jewish people.

 The Satmar Rav, ztz”l, used to send out 
the boys in the yeshiva to collect money 
on Fridays. One time, a wealthy person 
approached him and said that it was Bittul 
Torah for the boys to be busy collecting 
money. They should be learning, instead. 
The wealthy man offered to cover whatever 
money the boys brought in from his own 
pocket. The Satmar Rav, however, declined. 
He said that he wants the boys to go 
collecting, so that they know what it feels 
like to go around collecting money, being 
sometimes treated rudely and rejected by 
those they approach. Like this, when they 
grow up and become Baalei Parnassah 
themselves, they will remember how it felt 
and will treat those who collect with more 
respect.

Similarly, we read that R' Nachum of 
Chernobyl, one of the great Chassidic 
rebbes, was tremendously busy with the 
Mitzvah of Pidyon Shevuim (redeeming 
captives.) When he was wrongly jailed 
by the government for a brief period, he 
recognized that this was decreed from 
heaven in order that he could know what it 
is like to be in jail, that he could better care 
for this important mitzvah.

 We also see the concept constantly 
mentioned in Tanach and Chazal, that the 
Shechinah (Hashem's Divine Presence) 
follows us in our exile, that Hashem wants 
to show us that he relates to our suffering 
and feels with our pain. Thus, we know that 
“I am with them in their suffering.” We know 
that we are to emulate Hashem's attributes, 
and so, the fact that Hashem does this 
for us is indicative of how we, ourselves, 
should conduct our affairs.

 From all of this, we see clearly how 
important it is for us to be able to put 
ourselves in another's shoes, and because 
we experienced a certain situation or 
difficulty in the past, to be able to relate to 
others who have the same difficulty. Chazal 
tell us “you should not judge your friend 
until you have stood in his place,” that truly, 
we cannot imagine or comprehend one's 
situation unless we were there ourselves. 
Let us learn from our experiences and try 
to feel how others feel. When we do this, it 
will help us in all areas of our relationships. 
When someone is upset, remind yourself 
how you would feel in the situation, and 
show them compassion. When one goes 
through difficulties, think of your own 
hardships and try to relate. 
 
 Reach out to others, showing them you 
know how they feel. This is an immense 
way to connect with another person, and 
strengthen your Ahavas Yisrael.

Sorry — My Mistake:
Daniel saw Yisrael pulling a paper from 
his pocket during the math test and 
immediately assumed he was cheating, 
without giving him the benefit of the 
doubt. Later, word got out that Yisrael 
had indeed been punished by the 
teacher for cheating on the test. Daniel 
felt vindicated — his suspicions had 
been justified! Or had they? 

If we judge someone negatively in a 
case where halachah would require us 
to judge him favorably, then even if he 
turns out to be guilty of wrongdoing, 
it would appear that we are still 
guilty of violating the mitzvah. And 
the opposite is also true: If we judge 
someone favorably as required, and 
when the truth emerges we learn 
that the person really was guilty, we 
can rest assured that we fulfilled the 
mitzvah properly, regardless of the 
reality of the situation. 

The Up-Side of Being Under Suspicion: 
No one likes to be erroneously 
suspected of wrongdoing. But 
Chazal reveal to us that the extreme 
discomfort of such a situation may be 
worthwhile, since the victim will be 
well rewarded: "Let my portion be with 
those who are suspected of something 
they have not done" (Shabbos 118b). 
These words of Chazal are comforting 
to the victim who was suspected, but 
they do not exonerate the one who 
wrongly suspects. He is still obligated 
to conciliate the person he suspected, 
and even to go a step further by giving 
him a hearty blessing. However, if he 
never expressed his suspicions but 
only harbored them in his mind, or 
even if he expressed them but the 
person he suspected did not find out 
about them, then he should not ask his 
forgiveness (since he will simply cause 
the victim unnecessary aggravation).

CONTINUED NEXT WEEK...

THE CODE OF
JEWISH CONDUCT
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Rabbi Yitzchok Silver



Every Friday 
afternoon during 
the winter, 
The Mother’s 
Association of 
Yeshiva Teferes 
Yesod rented the 
ice skating rink for 
the boys’ ice hockey 
program. It was the 
highlight of the boys’ week. 
Right after school, the boys hurried home, 
quickly ate a snack, changed their clothes 
and piled themselves and their gear into their 
carpools. The teams rotated between free skate 
and hockey practice  This week, Rafi Rubin’s 
group had free skate first.
 
Rafi was having a great time when suddenly he 
found himself face down on the ice with blood 
coming out of his nose. That wasn’t half as bad 
as the crunch sound and the excruciating pain 
in his leg. He really didn’t want to cry, but the 
pain and the blood were beyond what he could 
endure.
 
Immediately, some of his friends came over to 
help him. Itzy Kreeges, who was skating next to 
Rafi, quickly skated over to his father, who was 
watching from the side lines, Within seconds, 
Mr. Kreeges, a Hatzolah member, was on the 
ice. Instantly, he saw that he would need help 
and called the Hatzolah office.  He advised 
them that they should call Rafi’s parents, as well 
as the ambulance. He asked one of the leaders 
to go to the car to get his Hatzolah bag. It didn’t 
take more than a few minutes before Mr. Jonas, 
another Hatzolah member arrived.
 
The ambulance and Rafi’s parents arrived a little 
while. It took some time to get Rafi off the ice and 
settled on to the stretcher. He was fascinated 
by the balloon cast that the paramedics put 
on his leg. They explained that this was a new 
technique that they had been using when they 
thought that a bone might be broken. The 
paramedic told Rafi’s parents that the break 
looked really serious and he might have to stay 
in the hospital. Rafi’s parents decided that his 
mother would go to the hospital with Rafi, and 
his father would stay home and make Shabbos 
for the family.  
 
While Mrs. Rubin and Rafi waited in the 
Emergency Room for the doctor to see Rafi, Mrs. 
Kaplan and Chaim arrived with everything that 
they would need for Shabbos. They came at just 
the right moment. “Do you mind staying with 
Rafi for a few minutes?” Mrs. Rubin asked Mrs. 
Kaplan. “I just have to speak to Rabbi Lincoln 
about a few more things that I  need know about 
keeping Shabbos in a hospital.”  

As his mother walked back to Rafi’s room, she 
could hear laughter coming from the room. She 
too laughed when she saw Chaim acting out the 

difficulties he had had trying to use crutches 
when he had broken his leg. “And just when I 
thought I got the hang of it,” Chaim explained as 
he pretended to wobble on a pair of crutches, “I 
fell down and landed in a sitting position.”  All of 
them were hysterical when Chaim actually got 
down on the floor to show them what it looked 
like.

Mrs. Rubin couldn’t stop thanking Mrs. 
Kaplan and Chaim enough for coming 
to the rescue so close to Shabbos. 
Looking at the bags filled with food 
she said, “There’s enough here for 
two Shabbosim. It was amazing 
that you even thought of bringing 
some games and books.”

“As soon as I heard what had 
happened to your son, I knew that 
this was an opportunity to return the 
chessed that people did for me when I gave 
birth to Chaim two hours before Shabbos. 
Bringing the games and books was Chaim’s 
idea. It’s our pleasure,” Mrs. Kaplan responded 
as they hurried out of the room in order to get 
back home in time for Shabbos.  

Around 2:30 on Shabbos afternoon, Itzi, Reuvan, 
and Chaim walked into the room. “I can’t believe 
you walked all this way. It must have taken you 
at least an hour to get here,” Rafi exclaimed.

“I remembered how bored out of my mind I was 
when I had to say in the hospital overnight last 
year. So, this morning in shul, I talked it over 
with Reuvan and Chaim, and we decided to 
come and keep you company,” Itzy said.

Before they started to play, Itzi asked Mrs. Rubin 
if they could take Rafi to the hospital minyan. 
“Can we, Ima?” Rafi pleaded. He had been really 
nauseous from the pills he took in the morning. 
But now he was feeling much better and really 
wanted to daven with a minyan. After asking 
the doctors, it was decided that the boys would 
walk down the seven flight, and the nurse would 
take Rafi in the Shabbos elevator. 
 
When they got back to the room, Mrs. Rubin had 
Shalosh Seudos waiting for them. In the middle 
of seuda, an elderly gentleman knocked on the 
door. “When I heard you singing, it reminded me 
of before the war when my family would sing at 

our Shabbos meals. I haven’t heard such singing 
since then,” Mr. Epstein explained with tears in 
his eyes. Mrs. Rubin offered him something to 
eat and Reuvan brought him a chair. 

It was time to head downstairs to daven Maariv 
and the boys didn’t mind the idea of walking 
down this time. “At least we don’t have to walk 
up seven flights of stairs again,” Chaim said with 
a loud sigh, as he pretended to walk like an old 

man with a cane. Chaim really knew how to 
make people feel good. 

After Shabbos, Mr. Kreeges came to pick 
up Itzi, Chaim, and Reuvan. When Mrs. 
Rubin thanked him for his help on Friday, 
he explained that he had joined Hatzalah 
after his youngest son had spilled boiling 

hot water on himself. “The Hatzalah team 
had helped so much that I decided to take the 

course to become a Hatzalah member myself,” 
Mr. Kreeges explained.
 
Rafi had to stay home for two week so that his 
foot can heal a little more. Rabbi Slome set up 
a computer hook-up so that Rafi wouldn’t miss 
the shiur. A rotation was set up so that one of 
the boys would stay in class during recess, and 
spend time with Rafi. 

When Mr. Rubin tried to thank him for all of his 
efforts, Rabbi Slome related the story about 
how, when he was much younger, he had an 
illness that forced him to be home for a month. 
“At first it was fun to be off from school, but 
then it got really boring. The fact that I was 
contagious and my friends couldn’t come over 
made it even worse. I’m really thrilled to be able 
to set up the technology so that Rafi doesn’t 
have to experience what I experienced,” Rabbi 
Slone said.  

When he got back to school, the boys continued 
to take turns staying in to play with him and 
wheeling him around. They covered his cast 
with their names and pictures. Although it 
wasn’t always fun to be in a wheelchair, or to 
have to walk with crutches, his classmates’ 
chesed made the next three months go really 
quickly.

From then on, Rafi would always remember 
their chesed whenever there was anyone who 
needed his help. 

When freeing their own slaves during the 
Yovel year, Bnei Yisrael was encouraged to 
remember their own suffering when they 
were slaves in Mitzrayim themselves. 

One cold winter day, Rabbi Eliyahu Chaim Miesel went to the home of 
a wealthy man to ask him to donate money to warm the home of a poor 

family. When the wealthy man saw Rabbi Miesel approaching, he ran outside 
to greet him. Assuming that the Rav would come inside, he didn’t bother to 
put on a coat. Rav Eliyahu Chaim, however, began to talk with him at length, 

ignoring his repeated offer to come inside. Finally, when the wealthy man 
was shivering from the cold, Rabbi Miesel entered his home and said, “I have 
to ask you for money to warm the home of a poor family.  Since your home is 
always warm, and you own a heavy winter coat, you might not understand 

what it means to suffer from the cold. Now that you have felt the discomfort 
of feeling cold, you will surely give generously.
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"AND
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CHESED CHALLENGE: When someone is upset or is hurt, share a time that you were in a similar situation. 
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I HELPED PREPARE 
SUPPER WITH MY FAMILY. 
-SHMUEL G.

I SAID HELLO TO THE SECURITY GUARD AT 
MY SCHOOL -ZEVI A.

I WENT TO VISIT MY GREAT 
GRANDFATHER WITH 
EXCITEMENT. 
-YAKOV Z.

I HELPED CLEAN THE TABLE ON 
SHABBOS! -YOSSI F.

I LET MY BROTHER 
USE THE PLASMA CAR. 
-AHARON A.


